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ABSTRACT

Implementing inclusive education, the process of providing all learners with equal educational opportunities, is a major challenge for many educational systems worldwide, for it requires changes to values, system, and practices. In the teaching of English as a foreign language (EFL) in university, teachers are expected to be able to select, transform, or augment Universal Design for Learning (UDL), and Differentiated Instruction (DI) as a framework to guarantee accessibility of all learner types to the learning environment by employing specific educational design guidelines, to fit their learners', notably for the blinds. Data on what has led EFL teachers to join the reform of the teaching instruction and how they tackle problems during implementation cannot be located. Thus, the aim of this qualitative study is to uncover reasons for EFL teachers to participate in and what they did to facilitate the instruction wide effort to practice inclusive education, as well as challenges encountered. Key findings included implementing university policy as prime reasons for practicing inclusive education, utilizing UDL and DI as the key to successful implementation for instructional teaching, and inadequate resources and teacher training as the main challenges. Recommendations consists of providing disability-specific pre- and in-service training programs for teachers and making arrangements of sufficient educational materials and assessment based on UDL and DI towards EFL instructions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Amid ongoing global discussions about inclusive education, Indonesia is implementing it as a cost-effective alternative to educate students with different abilities, like students with blind, deaf, mute under several bases. In the 1970s United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [1] recommended that developing countries implement inclusive education [2]. In the latest Incheon Declaration of World Education Forum in South Korea in 2015 [1] distinctly acknowledges inclusion and equity in education of people with disabilities. Furthermore, United Nation [3] sustainable development goals incorporated inclusion of disability in education goal. Not with standing these international commitment and progress in international level, universal and inclusive education of people with disabilities in Indonesia further to be accomplished. Moreover, research reported by [4] that the students with disabilities endorsed their interest to attend college higher than those without disabilities. As a result, interest over inclusive education in every level of education in Indonesia has been growing.
Although aggregate and constructive attempts from stakeholders of the community are entailed to promote and carry out inclusive education in every level of education in Indonesia, simply placing students with disabilities into mainstream classes together with peers without disabilities appear to comprise its implementation. Notably in tertiary level of education, inclusive education scope extends beyond to cover all students with special educational needs, whatever their origin [2]. It also goes far beyond the mere placement of such students in regular classes to include consideration of multiple dimensions of education [5]. These are in line with the impetus of United Nation's [6] convention on the rights of people with disabilities. Consequently, in university, students with different abilities, like blinds have the same opportunities and educational experiences as those provided for sighted students. Students who are blinds have been integrated in general education schools with their sighted peers and required to intact the same curriculum and examinations [7].

Despite limitations that people who are blind experience, they process most cognitive information much as do students with sight. Without vision, blind students are left to assemble information through a compensatory medium like tactile or auditory sense, putting them at a primary disadvantage [7]. They compensate for visual loss utilizing perceptual information acquired via haptic, auditory, and olfactory senses [8]. Nonetheless, distinction between blind students or sighted is present in the modes of information collection, yet in the cognitive structures and operation processes, the differences fade [9]. When studying in the university, blinds students experience learning English as a foreign language (EFL) as one of compulsory courses to take in their first year, so, EFL teachers need to prepare instructional materials, media, and techniques which can accommodate all students learning process. Equal access to learning materials [10], guides on how to teach EFL [11] variety of assessment methods are some significant facets to provide by English teachers.

Given that little research has examined application and impacts on implementing exclusive education for blind students in university and that EFL teachers have called for providing indistinguishable opportunity to learn, this study is aimed at reporting EFL teachers’ values, roles, and challenges when accommodate instructional practices in English classes. The case study reported here is part of larger project where inclusive education is applicable to various students with different abilities. Consequently, many questions remain about how EFL teachers can be specifically prepared, supported, and rewarded in their positive effort to inclusion. There is a need to rethink challenges of developing, supporting, and valuing inclusive EFL teachers from a perspective curriculum under the basis of considerable policy related to inclusive education.

Access to higher education for students with disabilities remains discriminated although Indonesia has enacted regulation on it through Law no. 20 of 2003 on National Education. Still, the implementation of inclusive education are challenged by the lack of understanding on policy, philosophy, practices, infrastructures and teacher capacity [12]. Students with Disabilities who wants to access higher education do not receive any accommodation and only accepted in Pendidikan Luar Biasa (education for special needs department), thus, only universities that provide this department that can accept students with disabilities, unless they should fight alone. Moreover, Indonesia national higher education entrance examination excluded participants who are deaf and blind, consequently, only students with physical disabilities who can access the university [13]. Rizky elucidated that only 0.95% (36) out of 3794 people with disabilities who got an undergraduate degree [14]. This illustration put the discrimination against people with disabilities in accessing education more visible. The education system in primary and secondary level which is called Sekolah Luar Biasa (segregated special needs school) is viewed as discrimination since this education system not only segregating SWD in a learning situation but also the curriculum level [15]. This condition put students with disabilities in a rock bottom, the segregated education system has put them in exclusion, moreover the downgraded curriculum put them in uncompetitive position compared to peers from general school.

As the ratification of CRPD in 2011 through law no. 19 of 2011, access to education for people with disabilities sounds to be more obligatory. Inclusive Education for students with disabilities seems facing new light as a way to reduce the discrimination of people with disabilities in education. Access to higher education for students with disabilities is also wide open since their right is guaranteed by the regulation of Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education No. 46 of 2017 about Special Needs Education. This regulation impulses Universities in Indonesia to welcome and provide services for students with disabilities by forming Centre for Disability Services.

Years earlier, two Universities, UIN (Islamic State University) in Yogyakarta and Universitas Brawijaya in Malang have pioneered centers for disability services. UIN has formed a canter for disability services since 2007 while Universitas Brawijaya has formed a canter for disability services in 2012. Both of universities provide almost the similar services for students with disabilities such as sign language interpreter, volunteer for book digitalization, accompanier for the blind and wheel-chair user and conducting
research and project related to inclusive encouragement in Indonesia. One that makes difference between two institutions that Universitas Brawijaya provides affirmation action through an annual selection program called SPKPD, an annual selection designed specifically to grant students with disabilities access to enroll higher education apart from the National University Selection. This special selection is designed recalling twofold, (1) the national university selection has not been providing accessible test for applicants with disabilities and (2) the previous level education of students with disabilities, specifically those graduated from Sekolah Luar Biasa (Segregated schools for students with disabilities), were not prepared them for higher education. This affirmative program is considered as a way to speed up equality for students with disabilities to get access to higher education. This affirmative program places Universitas Brawijaya as favorite university for students with disabilities. From 2012 until 2018, there have been 124 SWD with various disabilities studying in Universitas Brawijaya. The center provides services for SWD in terms of the academic activities but less attention given to the teaching practices. Consequently, most of lecturers who teach students with disabilities in their class are less equipped in providing access and curriculum adjustment to facilitate students with disabilities.

Blind is the conditions of total visual loss that affects the learning process. Blind students cannot use their vision for learning; therefore, they have to optimize their other senses to gather information, such as hearing and tactile senses. Others barriers due to blindness beside the absence of visual input are delayed development on cognition, language, personal and social adjustment. Beside the challenge in understanding the visual concepts such as colors, three dimensional spaces, shapes and so on, lack of vision can hamper the cognitive development since it limits the unifying experience of the visual sense deliver innately to the sighted children [16]. Blindness can also lead to the delay of language development, although blind children develop formal language normally, they seem have difficulties regarding pragmatic language such as the ability to use language in social context [17]. Moreover, blindness invites major efforts in vocabulary development, since they are slower forming hypotheses about word meaning compared to sighted children. Blind children are restricted to comprehend word meaning from their personal experience compared to sighted children whose vision help them broaden and generalize the meanings of words. Regarding to the restricted mobility and limited experience of blind children appear to cause the state of passivity and dependency [16]. In the above-mentioned illustration, the developmental delays of blind children due to the lack of vision frequently occur. Thus, the teacher needs to consider the barriers faced by the blind students to designing instructional teaching for blind students. In the context of classroom activities, blind student may encounter some problems related to academic activities such as reading, writing, and others. According to [18], blind students face some barriers in terms of reading, in-class activities, and finding references as elucidated in Table 1.

| Table 1. Barriers, accommodation, and assistive technology for blind student [19] |
|-----------------------------|---------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------|
| Barriers | Accommodation | Assistive Technology |
| Blind students cannot access reading materials in a printed forms | Providing the reading materials in an accessible format such as word, pdf or e pub. | Screen Reader such as JAWS or NVDA |
| Blind students cannot access visual concepts such as diagram, colors, table, and so on | Teacher needs to describe the visual concepts | Alt text or alternative text attached to the picture so the blind student can have a clear description on the picture. |
| Blind students are struggling in taking note, summarizing, and understanding all lecture materials presented in visual concepts. | Teacher should provide the materials before the class so the blind students can have an enough time to learn in. Teacher can allow blind students to record and use their handheld devices during the lecture. | Slate, Stylus, Picture Description Software such as cloud vision, note taking software such as Evernote, write pad and so on. |
| Written examination | Teacher can provide reader that assist the blind students to do the exam. Reader will help the blind students by reading them the question and writing their answer on the answer sheet. Alternatively, teacher can design examination that is accessible for blind students such as providing the examination in form of audio, braille or word file. | Recorder, Laptop, Braille Translation software, Braille Printer. |

Universal Design Learning (UDL) is the basic theoretical framework to guide the development of curriculum, which is flexible and supportive for all students. It is developed by CAST that was inspired by the concept of Universal Design movement in architecture that anticipates the needs of individuals with disabilities and accommodates their needs from the beginning. Though it is initially made for an individual with a disability only, it offers the foreseen benefits for all users. For example, the existence of curb cuts not only benefits the wheelchair users but also benefits parents using stroller, children or even walkers. Likewise, UDL is designed to meet the needs of all students at the beginning by providing the methods, materials
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and assessment are usable and accessible by all according to the three means of principle; (1) Support recognition for learning, provide multiple, flexible method of presentation; (2) Support strategic learning, provide multiple, flexible method and apprenticeship and (3) Support affective learning, provide multiple, flexible option for engagement. Universal Design Learning framework can facilitate a flexible, responsive curriculum that help teachers to minimize the learning barriers and encourage self-motivated and autonomous learner [19] since teaching approach and teacher attitude are found as the foremost factors that can be positively and negatively affecting student engagement in language learning [20].

Differentiated Instructional Strategies (DIS), on the other hand, offers teachers to plan teaching strategies to achieve and fulfill the needs of learners with the varied characteristics. Differentiated Instruction is well established as practices that may be well-matched to the three principles of UDL. As the first principle of UDL is recognition for learning that focuses on the pattern recognition and the importance of providing the multiple and flexible method, this principle in line with the DI theory that incorporates some guideline to help the teacher to support students' recognition learning in a flexible way and enhance students' success. The second principle of UDL also incorporate with DI theory since DI lead the teacher to provide information and skills in multiple times and at the varying level, it meets the strategic learning, the second principle of UDL that emphasize the varied teaching strategies to meet the most desirable method of learning. Both DI and UDL emphasize the important point of convergence that is the recognition to engage students in the learning process, specifically the instructional task. DI is effectively supporting the third principle of UDL Affective learning by reinforcing the need for effective classroom management to enhance students' engagement. Therefore, DI encourage the teacher to offer choices of tools, adjust level difficulty and provide varying levels of instructional task [21].

Drawing on Gregory & Chapman, "Differentiated Instruction is a philosophy that enables teachers to plan strategically in order to reach the needs of the diverse learners in the classroom today" [22]. Differentiation needs to be done since today there very diverse characteristics and needs that students face, including SWD. Teachers need to consider their teaching according to students' readiness, preferences, and interest. To point out, DI provides a variety of options to successfully meet the learners need so they can challenge their appropriate option to reach their best achievement. There are three elements in a curriculum that can be differentiated; (1) Content; (2) Process and (3) Product. In adjusting the content, lecturer needs to include acts, concepts and generalizations or principles, attitudes and skills and make sure that students can access the content. Despite providing the content adjustment in terms of materials, lecturers also need to differentiate instruction and objective. Goals of learning should be frequently assessed according to many-state level, the task using the structured standardized measures. The continuing and flexible assessment also benefit in diagnose students need in the learning process. Flexible grouping is considered a one way to facilitate the learning process. It is expected that students interact and work together as they develop their understanding of the content. The flexible grouping should be done in a dynamic process followed by on-going evaluation. Product differentiation should consider the previous steps by considering the initial and on-going assessment; lecturer can plan functional and successful differentiation. Lecturer also need to varying expectation and requirement to the student response that allows the lecturer to design a student product that offers varied means of expression, alternative procedures, and offers varying degrees of difficulty, types of evaluation and scoring [23].

The initial step the lecturer needs to do is doing students pre-assessment to be the basis of DI planning. The pre-assessment planning can be done either formal or informal. The lecturer can assess the cognitive performance and affective performance that is done through the ongoing assessment using formal and informal tools. After the information gathered, lecturer interprets the data to be used as the basic data to plan the DI strategically. Lecturer needs to do the six-step to planning the DI, the first thing is planning the standard, outcomes, and expectation by explicating clearly on what and how the students need to know, and assessment strategies. Second, lecturer needs to plan the content according to the accessibility and varying state-level. Third, lecturer activates prior knowledge of students to bridge them with the content. Activating prior knowledge can use the flexible grouping and series of task that trigger challenge, novelty, and experiences of the students. Fourth is the step of deciding about how the students acquire the knowledge. Fifth, the step where the lecturer finally applies and adjusts the designed strategies and the last is assessing the student by deciding or providing choices on how the students will demonstrate their knowledge or competencies. The vital point in implementing the DI in the diverse needs of students, lecturer need to have an on-going assessment and flexible teaching strategies and method to meet the need of SWD in the class [24].
2. RESEARCH METHOD
The participant was an EFL teacher who taught English for non-English department. She taught one blind student in the first semester. The focus of this English course was to develop students' comprehension on expository essay reading skills for supporting their study. The class met once a week for 16 weeks, which constituted reading, speaking, writing, and listening activities. Students in the class were required to brainstorm, discuss, listen, and present to the class.

Case study design employed to reveal descriptive data via qualitative approach. Data saturation was obtained from data triangulation through several procedures applied. First, EFL lecturer was interviewed about the blind student and her planning about instructional methodology, media, and materials. Secondly, through observation, the researcher monitored EFL teacher's activities in the class meeting and the blind students' activities. Thirdly, interviews with the blind student's classmates were conducted to confirm trustworthiness of information obtained. The results of EFL teacher interviews, observations, and student's classmate interviews were arranged into EFL teacher's values, roles, and challenges.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. The voice of blind student
This finding elaborated the result of interview of the blind student and classroom observation. The result of the interview revealed that the blind student has challenges in mobility, access to accessible materials and group work. Since his orientation mobility skill is quite weak, he always needs the peer support to assist him in mobility. His challenge on mobility also shown in observation session, he seems dependent on peer support for every little movement such as mobility when group session, preparing his laptop in his desk, and go to the rest room. In term of Learner Input, the blind student has understood the topic of the course; he also has known the objective of the course. It means that the student is self-prepared to access the lesson. Related to learning style and learning needs, the blind student preferred the quite situation with minimum noise to study. The student class performance, he argued that his academic performance was not optimally achieved since the materials, task, and instruction mostly were not accessible for him. Although prefer to studying in a group, he confessed that some barriers obstructed him to actively involved in the group discussion due to lack of information (the inaccessible materials and instruction). He also mentioned the need of a volunteer who helps him to mobile, describe the situation and assist him on field trip assignment. Elaborating his needs in learning, he also mentioned on some accommodation that he needs to elevate his independence and self-efficacy such as the availability of guiding block in every street, accessible books and materials and peer support to assist him in out of college activities.

3.2. Teaching English for the blind student: strategies and challenges
Teaching English as Foreign Language for blind student in a mainstream context requires a modification in instructional teaching practices. Integrating the values of Universal Learning Design and the concept of Differentiated Instructional Strategies is the efforts performed by the EFL teacher being observed in this research to accommodate the blind student in her class. The researcher developed the observation guide following the teacher guide toward differentiation designed by Chapman & King that cover 5 indicators (1) Physical Environment, (2) Lecturer Behavior, (3) Students Engagement, (4) Material or sources, and (5) instructional strategies.

In terms of physical environment, the teacher is recognized always present an inviting and relaxed environment and put the blind student in the seating position with minimum noises so he can access the lecturer explanation as well as possible. Although the class and chair is designed for quick and easy grouping so the students can easily move if any grouping session, but it limits blind student moves since the desk is way too small shown in Figure 1 while the blind students need more spacious desk for his laptop.

The researcher recognized the classroom seating arrangement in in u-shape arrangement by putting the blind student in the center of the U shape as seen in Figure 2. The U-Shape seating arrangement is considered effective to reach all of the students. By arranged the students seating in U Shape, the teacher can see each of the students and control their engagement, included the blind student. By positioning the blind student in the center of the seating arrangement, it allows him to access teacher information and explanation.

Teacher behavior in accommodating blind student needs covering some efforts such as verbalizing all the visual concepts she displays in her slides, provide lecture hand-outs and Power Point presentation in priority order by uploading it in Google classroom so every students including the blind student can access it. Group work is the main concern of the teacher to uplift the involvement and engagement of the blind student in the class. Flexible grouping strategies chosen by the teacher to allow the students exposed to various learning experiences with various characteristics of peers. By exposing the blind student to various grouping condition, it is expected that it will minimize his passivity and dependency to his close friends.
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To enhance the blind student engagement in class, teacher provides material and resources that is accessible for blind students in form of word files and Google classroom activities. By providing this format of materials and resources, blind student can optimize his engagement in class activities. The use of Google classroom covers almost all learning activities for the blind student, such as the materials sources, assignment portal, and discussion. While for the in-class assignment, the lecturer make differentiation by providing the assignment on line via Google classroom or what’s app for the blind student so he can work it independently and reduce his dependency to his peer support. Alternative examination arrangement is also made to meet blind student by providing oral examination instead of paper based exam. The use of ICT based media is also alternative promising to accommodate not only blind students but also other students as it is relevant to the [23] that 95.5% of students believes that social networking is beneficial for learning process. Likewise, today students have high digital literacy scale and perceived readiness toward the digital technology into English learning [24].

Aside from the efforts made by the teacher to accommodate blind student in ELT class, challenges in providing those accommodation is real. A further problematic issues faced by the teacher are (1) Access to accessible textbooks used in classroom is limited. The teacher has provided the textbook in PDF-JPG based format so it cannot be read by screen reader. The teacher has asked the student to contact disability services to convert the textbook into OCR format but it came to waiting list, so the blind student cannot get the accessible format in time; (2) Sound-letter inconsistency in English language resulting challenge for the teacher to teach English Pronunciation. Blind student tends to do error in spelling in form of omission of word ultimately in word involving double consonant and silent letter; (3) Physical Environment of the campus building that is mostly inaccessible for the blind and classroom desk and chair that do not support blind student movement because it is too small (as seen in Figure 1); (4) The Blind Student has skilled in accessing the digital material but his engagement is less optimal since he lack of initiative and orientation mobility. He also tends to doze off while listening to the teacher’s explanation, thus, the teacher needs to call his name in ten until twenty minutes once to make sure that he is awake and following the lecture and (4) Teacher lacks of knowledge, skills, experience and inadequate resources in accommodating blind student in ELT class.

Aforementioned narratives have shown that the inclusion of blind students in mainstream context benefits the teacher to encourage and seek for the new approaches in facilitating deaf students. As Eser [25] has proven in their study that blind students’ is that the great majority of blind students has successfully gained the learning outcomes in science that required more visual inputs rather than language learning. Hence, the inclusion of blind students in learning language should be easier to facilitate.

3.3. EFL teacher value, roles and challenges for teaching blind student

The teaching process of blind students in inclusive class required multiple ways of teaching method. Considering learning preferences and learning styles are also affecting the students’ academic performance [26]. The blind students need variety of opportunities in exploring and examining the learning materials through alternative sense beside visual inputs such as tactile and audio input [27]. Finding of the research clearly indicate the EFL teacher of the blind student is highly-committed in providing access and accommodation for the blind student in her class though she needs to spend extra energy and extra time to prepare the instructional teaching that is accessible and meet the blind student needs. According to her point of view, as a teacher as teachers who are required to possess professional compulsory competencies, i.e. pedagogic, professional, social, and personality competencies [28], we should be fair in welcoming our various students. Since inclusive education matters, not only multicultural experiences and various students’
attitudes and efficacy in learning as stated in [29, 30], but also in the teaching and learning for students with disabilities [26, 29]. Teaching blind students, a teacher needs to consider that a blind student is a student first and seeing his blindness as the innate characteristics as other students have. By framing the perspective this way, a teacher will see having a blind student in her class as an opportunity to limitless exploration of teaching technique and experience rather than seeing it as a burden. Moreover, the efforts of accommodating the blind student in a mainstream context is a part to fulfilling the policy as explicated in the regulation number 46 of 2017 published by ministry or research, technology and higher education. She explained that in the aforementioned regulation, higher education should facilitate learning process and assessment method suitable to the needs of students with disability without downgrading the quality of learning. The learning process should be adjusted in terms of learning materials, teaching media and tools, learning process, assessment method and also the teaching environment. Preferably, the preparation of the curriculum should consider the flexible teaching method and tailor the teaching environment to the needs of the students [26].

In the practical level, the teacher self-efficacy -the feeling of being capable at doing something- [31] will affect the practices of teaching in inclusive class. Teacher with a positive self-efficacy will positively respond to the diverse characteristic of the diverse students including the blind. Modifying the accessible instructional teaching by unifying the philosophy concepts of Universal Design Learning and Instructional Design is time consuming so the teacher needs to spare her time and energy. However, those efforts are worthy made recalling that the modification is not only benefit blind student but also other students. Putting the values of education for all through the implementation of Universal Design Learning for the blind student, the teacher considers that it is an ongoing process that requires evaluation in each stage to make sure that the strategies meet the blind students need and enhance his engagement on the learning process. Though she has been encouraged to accommodate blind student in her class, challenging issues related to infrastructure, accessible textbooks access, blind students’ self-efficacy, assistive technology and teaching method are challenges she has to encounter ahead. Therefore, to support the teacher performance in facilitating blind students, the role of the institution is significant to designing and enforcing policy that support inclusive practices, providing capacity building training for lecturer on disability awareness and the concept of Universal Design Learning, and providing the infrastructures such as internet connectivity and the availability of constant electricity [32]. The role of institution to support the inclusive learning environment is essential since the institution is a catalyst to reforms and rebuild the learning process and ensuring the sustainability of the inclusive practices [33]. Additionally, benefiting the use of technology will help the engagement of blind students in inclusive practices, integrating education and technology in learning-teaching process can support effective and productive success in education [34] though the consideration of using ICT may be preferred by the students learning style and students online regulated learning [35]. The implementation of inclusive education should involve the three stages, input, process and output [36] and should emphasize the framework of Universal Design Learning where all students are well accommodate and well accepted.

4. CONCLUSION

Encouraging inclusive education for students with disabilities in higher education has been well enforced by the Indonesian government through various laws and regulations. Nonetheless, the practices of welcoming and accommodating student with disabilities in higher education still need a lot of supports and enforcement. Challenges not only comes from teacher believe on the practices of inclusive education weather it may work or not, essentially, it lays on the lecturers’ perspective, skills and experience on the technique in teaching and accommodating students with disability in mainstream context of higher education. Inclusive practices of language teaching for blind students not only rely on teacher’s performance, but also institution support in terms of policy and infrastructure supports. The institution should be able to cultivate the inclusive culture through their policy and practices. In the practical level, the institution should provide the series of training for all lecturers on inclusive education philosophy and practices weather they teach students with disabilities not. Equipping lecturers with the basic philosophy of inclusive education by disseminating the concept of Universal Design Learning and Differentiated Instructional Strategies should begin momentarily regarding to the growing numbers of students’ diversity and students with disability in higher education. In the effort of inclusive education implementation, the role of the ministry of research, technology and higher education as the vocal point should enforce the implementation of inclusive education by enacting regulations that supports lecturers capacity building in terms of inclusive education in a practical level such as forcing the university to design training toward inclusive education practices and oblige the lecturers to attend the training as a requirements of their career path. Moreover, the inclusion of students with disability in higher education should be supported by the previous educational background. The primary and secondary education level is advised to be able equip their students with disability with college readiness.
to support their preparedness entering the university life. Enforcing their independent and their learning autonomy is also significant in supporting their higher education survival. To sum up, the inclusion of students with disability in mainstream higher education context is not a one-man work. In needs a collaborative effort among the policy makers, middle management and the teachers, not to mention the parents of the students should also disseminate the same concept of inclusion.
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